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9 Charging
This paragraph specifies charging requirements for the Push service.

NOTE:      Value added services, that use the push service as a service capability, may have additional charging
requirements. These are out of scope of this specification.

The Push service shall support various charging mechanisms (e.g. reverse, prepaid and reply charging etc.).

The following charging scenarios shall be supported:

1. Charging for the push service can be subscription based.
Different charging options shall be permissible whether the user is provisioned with the Push Service as a Push
initiator or as a Push recipient.

2. Charging for the push service can be based on the push data, the resources used and time needed to carry out the
push service.

3. Charging for the push service can be based on the size of the push data pushed to a receiver.

4. It shall be possible to charge the Push recipient only, the Push Initiator only, or both.

5. It shall also be possible to mix and match the various different charging scenarios outlined above.

6. One-off charging for subscription and cancellation of Push Service should be possible –FFS

7. It shall be possible to charge a Push initiator for an attempt to send push data to a push recipient, even if the push
recipient rejects the push data

It shall be possible to include the following data in the CDRs as charging information if available:

•  message types, length, storage time in the network, etc

•  delivery time, upload / download method,

•  Push service sender / -recipient

•  the amount of the push data sent

•  the amount of the push data received.

•  roaming conditions (e.g. in a visited network)

•  location conditions

•  media.
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9 Charging
This paragraph specifies charging requirements for the Push service.

NOTE: Value added services, that use the push service as a service capability, may have additional charging
requirements. These are out of scope of this specification.

The Push service shall support various charging mechanisms (e.g. reverse, prepaid and reply charging etc.).

The following charging scenarios shall be supported:

1. Charging for the push service can be subscription based.
Different charging options shall be permissible whether the user is provisioned with the Push Service as a Push
initiator or as a Push recipient.

2. Charging for the push service can be based on the push data, the resources used and time needed to carry out the
push service.

3. Charging for the push service can be based on the size of the push data pushed to a receiver.

4. It shall be possible to charge the Push recipient only, the Push Initiator only, or both.

5. It shall also be possible to mix and match the various different charging scenarios outlined above.

6. One-off charging for subscription and cancellation of Push Service should be possible –FFS

7. It shall be possible to charge a Push initiator for an attempt to send push data to a push recipient, even if the push
recipient rejects the push data

It shall be possible to include the following data in the CDRs as charging information if available:

•  message types, length, storage time in the network, etc

•  delivery time, upload / download method,

•  Push service sender / -recipient

•  the amount of the push data sent

•  the amount of the push data received.

•  roaming conditions (e.g. in a visited network)

•  location conditions

•  media.
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with the latest date e.g. 2001-03 contains the specifications resulting from the March 2001 TSG meetings.
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10 Push Subscription Profile Information
For each Push recipient the Push Service shall keep a Push subscription profile. This  Push subscription profile shall
contain the Push recipient’s access rules as described in chapter 7.2.

Optionally (as an operator’s option) the Push subscription profile may contain additional Push personalization settings
of the Push recipient, e.g.

•  Permissible minimal QoS per data format for receiving push data

•  Permissible maximum size of data packages permitted to be pushed

•  Permissible charging thresholds to receive push data

•  …

At any time the Push Service shall permit a Push recipient to modify her Push subscription profile information.

A Push initiator shall be able to interrogate any Push Recipient’s Push subscription profile information. However only
information relevant to this Push Initiator shall be revealed by the Push Service

NOTE: The Push subscription profile may be realized as part of the 3GPP Generic User Profile (TS 22.240) [3]
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Change in Clause 1

1 Scope

This Technical Specification defines the Stage 1 description of the Push Service and is the set of requirements that shall
be supported for the provision of push, seen primarily from the subscriber’s, service providers’ and delivery network
points of view.

This TS includes information applicable to network operators, service providers, terminal and network manufacturers. It
is of use to manufacturers and organisations which have devices or machines benefiting by availability of push service.

This TS contains the core requirements for the Push Service, for operator and external Push Initiators, which are
sufficient to provide a complete service capability and service capability feature.

This TS defines the requirements for the Push Service to enable delivery of push data, including such functionality as:

•  Transfer of push data from a Push Initiator to a Push Recipient

•  Latency and Priority classes,

•  Delivery class,

•  Definition of handling of undeliverable push data.

End of Change in Clause 1

Change in Clause 4

4 Overview of the Push Service
The overview of push is followed by a summary of the relationships among the entities involved (operators, users, push
recipients and push initiators).

NOTE: these are functional descriptions: multiple functions may, depending on business arrangements, be performed
by a single entity.
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Figure 1: Push Service Overview

The Push Service is a service whereby the Push Initiator sends push data through a Push Server to a Push Recipient,
without interaction from the Push Recipient.

The typical mode of operation is as follows:

•  A Push Recipient (e.g. user, receiving device like a meter) explicitly or implicitly subscribes to a set of value
added services offered by various Push Initiators and allow these Push Initiators to send it push data that meet
the Push Recipient’s configured criteria. (This configured criteria is part of the Push user profile.)

•  A Push Initiator identifies information matching the criteria set by the Push Initiator and package it up into the
push data

•  The Push Initiator delivers the push data to the Push function, identifying the Recipient’s address, and
optionally delivery class, priority, delivery time parameters, etc.

•  The Push function takes the responsibility of delivering the push data, optionally following the delivery class,
priority and delivery time parameters, to the Push Recipient and for providing feedback to the Push Initiator
regarding delivery of the push data if requested by the Push Initiator.

End of Change in Clause 4
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9 Charging
This paragraph specifies charging requirements for the Push service.

NOTE: Value added services, that use the push service as a service capability, may have additional charging
requirements. These are out of scope of this specification.

The Push service shall support various charging mechanisms (e.g. reverse, prepaid and reply charging etc.).

The following charging scenarios shall be supported:

1. Charging for the push service can be subscription based.
Different charging options shall be permissible whether the user is provisioned with the Push Service as a Push
initiator or as a Push recipient.

2. Charging for the push service can be based on the push data, the resources used and time needed to carry out the
push service.

3. Charging for the push service can be based on the size of the push data pushed to a receiver.

4. It shall be possible to charge the Push recipient only, the Push Initiator only, or both.

5. It shall also be possible to mix and match the various different charging scenarios outlined above.

6. It shall be possible to charge for the initial push service activation.One-off charging for subscription and
cancellation of Push Service should be possible –FFS

7. It shall be possible to charge a Push initiator for an attempt to send push data to a push recipient, even if the push
recipient rejects the push data

It shall be possible to include the following data in the CDRs as charging information if available:

•  message types, length, storage time in the network, etc

•  delivery time, upload / download method,

•  Push service sender / -recipient

•  the amount of the push data sent

•  the amount of the push data received.

•  roaming conditions (e.g. in a visited network)

•  location conditions

•  media.
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